
Month 4 
Wind Walkers
Adventure
10-month Apprenticeship



• Opening Laughter
• Schedule
• House Keeping 
• Wind Knots. Save for still day 
• A Song for Wind Spirits by Kerry
• Dynamics of Creativity 
• Journey to the Creative Void
• Deepening Practice



Begin in the SOUTH
3 Wind Breaths.
On the final exhale of the 3 breath, 
pull an imaginary line from your 
Sacrum
to the spin axis at your Crown.
Moving Clockwise:
Repeat in the South, West, and North,
Then a complete spin for good 
measure



House Keeping
No Small group call with Kerry in May

Suggested reading is now listed on Course Homepage.
Invite everyone to keep showing up on video. Make Intro video if you haven’t 

done so. 
What to do if in crisis?

How are the study buddy groups working out?
Is anyone wanting to get a study buddy?

There is no implicit/explicit privacy when one of our clan members are in trouble. 
We need to be made aware of this immediately. The details are a private 

conversation with our small group, no details are to be shared in the big group.

If you see or know of someone having trouble please let us know.

Upcoming Events: 
Wind Work Basics Tuesdays beginning May 18 discount $50

Guest Speaker - Courtney Pearce
Delegate to Elevate 5/25/21 @ 10:00 AM PDT

Wind Knots class coming in June…



Moving toward Cyclical Lifestyle

When to Change Wind Spirits



Kerry Wanamaker
Assisting WWB

Hospice RN, Reiki Master, Yoga, Healing Arts 
Practitioner,  SoulCollage® Facilitator

Kerry is a Wind Work Assistant leads classes 
and programs for those who want  to 
create more presence and connection in 
their daily life… open to the calm and 
clarity within….
learn how to energize their intentions 
and awaken connection to spirit.



Song of the 
Creative Winds



What do you want 
to plant in the 

next 3 months? 
May • June • July

Intention Writing Exercise



Dynamic Winds of Creativity

Chaos
Oppositional Forces

Process Order
Partnership with Nature

Gestation



Dynamic Winds of Creativity

Look to Your Inventories
Your Wind Knots

Your Prayer Flags for the Dynamic



!e Chaos 
Creator will 

harvest energy 
from the 

perpetual winds 
of creation



CHAOS

Characteristics

Ideas are in the primal abyss where potential is formed and nourished, 
but remain dormant until activated. 

Your Harvest can elude you because of its swirling messy nature. 
Your role is to become the midwife, and enter into the unknown womb to find order in the chaos.

Shadow 
Shadow: Order is the enemy.  Imperfect Creations. Demons

Life Example
A chaos creator may say yes to something that looks exciting, and enticing when their life is already full of projects that need

tending. A small change in the delicate balance throws off the entire plan and everything is scattered to the wind. 



EXPLORATION!
HOW CAN YOU SEE YOUR HARVEST AS SOMETHING GREATER?

HOW WILL YOU STORE  YOUR GIFTS IN
ORDER FOR NEW SEEDS TO  GROW?

HOW CAN YOU BLOW LIFE INTO 
A NEW PATTERN?

WHERE DOES THE DEMON LIVE
INSIDE YOU? 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE CREATIVE BURST ENDS

WHAT TRIGGERS THE CHAOS?

WHAT CAN YOU ORDER FROM THE CHAOS?

HOW COULD I WORK WITH  PATIENCE?



Those who create in 
Opposition thrive in 

Resistant Winds



Oppositional Forces
Characteristics

Opposition of the season evokes the movement of the creative process.
Movement of energy requires conflict, which forces you to find a solution.

Looking for the Middle Ground of the Harvest
What lies between the Bounty and the Seeds. 

Shadow 
Peaceful moments are perceived as stagnation, unhappiness, listlessness or cataclysmic 

moments that can destroy your confidence and self esteem. 

Life Example
The Fall, begins the Longing for Summer

The Winter Solstice becomes the highlight of the year, as it is a return toward the light.



Exploration

How can I work with the current season aligned to nature?

How can I use darkness to sooth the longing for the light?

What Rituals will help me nourish the gifts and seeds I am 
storing to plant?

How do I stay strong during the collapse of the structures?

What forces that seemingly  hold me back can I use as allies to propel me further faster?



Process Order 
Creators
need to 

understand the 
wind pattern 

before
taking action



Process Order
Characteristics

Defined by a need for a sense of order and a desire to proceed in an organized fashion.
Focus on the Process of the Harvest-gathering fruit, canning .

They glean the reward from a season of work and see each step as an important component.
Collect the seeds and clear the fields.

Motivation stems from the Order of things from the inside out.
Life Builds Upon Itself

Shadow 
Confusion and Disarray

Tantrums
Life Example

These Creators have a tendency to have the Year Planned. 
Summer Vacations, Back to School, Holidays. 

The Harvest is seen as a continuation of the Cycle. 
Pumpkins are picked for the Pie



EXPLORATION 

How do I keep on course when met with adversity, chaos,  or a change of plans that is 
beyond my control? 

What is the plan B? 

What can I build from this year’s Harvest?

How do I work with a crop that was ruined by nature?



Partnership with Nature.
Creative movement 

begins with a Wind Walk®



Partnership with Nature
Characteristics

Far more concerned with the consciousness of the cycle itself
It is essential to observe the natural world around and draw inspiration from 

patterns of nature. (biomimicry)
Major difference between gestation and partner with nature is the concern for the seeds. 

Shadow 
Ignoring the co-creative aspect of nature.

Life Example
These Creator types gather the Harvest for proper storage, to be planted again

when timing is right, and are accepting of the period of dormancy.  How can I deepen this work?



EXPLORATION

How do I best Harvest seeds I have sown?

What  can I store away as food for winter?

How do I stay connected to other people?

How can I better us the period of dormancy during the downtime?

What Stories are worth Telling.

How do I Restore while strengthening the Structure?



Gestation 
Creators are 

nourished
by energy 

sourced from 
inner winds



Gestation
Characteristics

The essence of the beginning (the seed) is found in the very depths of one’s inner being. It is 
necessary to spend time here and allow the seed to sprout and develop. 

Inner Harvest
This place is dark and silent. Ideas gradually emerge from within and manifest outwardly. 

There is an absolute necessity for downtime, waiting, and quiet.
Force of a wind that emanates from a single source

Top down

Shadow 
Premature Birth, a rushing of the process. Embryo attaches to Chaos.

Not fully formed. Death

Life Example
While aware of Nature are more concerned with the Fall Planting. What will grow during this 

season and how does one go about nourishing the Growth. 
Tune into the seeds. Concerned with the seeds of the harvest and not the harvested fruit itself.

Story of Eros: The son of the Rushing Wind



EXPLORATION

How can the Clues of Nature Guide You?

How can you do a second planning for a stronger  Fall finish?

How can you sustain and nourish the Physical Growth in your life ?

How will you Tune into the seeds for guidance? 

Which Seeds from this Harvest will  bear fruit if you Store and Replenish in the Spring?



Sacred Garden
Journey



Deepening Exercises
Intention Writing Exercise

How would you explore from each Dynamic of 
Creativity?

Pick a Method that is not your typical
Earth Mandala



Questions for Small Groups 

What is your primary dynamic? 

What did you learn from your garden? Did your goal change?
What steps do you need to take?

How did you represent this in your Earth Mandala?

Was there anything you left, released? What might be a better 
creativity wind to reach your goals before the fall harvest?
you planted




